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2012 FAPECA Conference in Hong Kong
Ho Pun Hing

After a lapse of 12 years, HKECA at last had the opportunity of
hosting the Conference in Hong Kong where by a delegation
of 109 FAPECA members and their friends came to join the
event. To make the event more fruitful, the activities were timed
to coincide with the opening of Build4Asia, a 4 in 1 Sustainable
Architecture , Design, Building Services & Electrical Engineering
Trade Show at HK Convention & Exhibition Centre from 4-6 June.
Evolved from Asian Elenex, Build4Asia, comprising Asian Elenex,
Asian Building Technologies, Asian Architectural Interiors and the
Hospitality Design & Technology was established as a trading,
networking and exchange hub that combines an array of top-notch
products & services for the Asian building, electrical installation and
architectural & design industry.
On 4 June , 2012 after the opening of the above Build4Asia , a
conference was held in the afternoon at the Convention Centre.
The theme of the conference was “”Human Resources Issues in
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CK Lau called for a minute of silence by all attendees as a token
to symbolize our well wishes for his speedy recovery. As for the
venue for the next FAPECA conference, AKLI agreed to assume
the host in Bali in 2013 and hopefully Australia would be able to
follow on their heels in 2014.
In the same evening, a farewell dinner was organized for the
visitors and members at Mariner’s Club. In a relaxed atmosphere,
all council members were dressed down in smart orange colour
T-shirts and they were seen frequently playing host and mingling
with the overseas visitors. The climax of the evening was the beer
drinking competition among all FAPECA members . Despite the
blatant boasting challenge made by the defending team, HKECA,
(12 years ago), they were still able to win the champion title once
again comfortably demonstrating age did not matter! Though they
claimed to go for the next victory in 12 years’ time, the chance of
gaining their laurels remained to be seen. In high spirits, member
countries took their turn to sing karaoke to their heart’s content
and showed their dancing skills on the floor . Hand in hand the
farewell party was happily ended with singing Auld Lang Syne.

the Electrical Contracting Industry:( ㎉姵曢㰊ⷌ䧲ạ⊂岮㹷䊧㲨 .)
We were greatly honoured to have Mr. C.S. Wai, JP, Permanent
Secretary for Development (Works) to give a keynote speech.
He emphasized that people are the most valuable asset to any
organization and is therefore the responsibility of policy makers,
employers and stakeholders concerned to make sure that the
human resources potential in our society is developed and
utilised to the fullest. During the conference all member countries
addressed the issue with similar concerns which showed that
shortage of human resources in electrical contracting industry is
by no means a problem in isolation in Hong Kong but across the
board in different economies.
In the same evening, a welcome dinner was laid on at Maxim
Restaurant in City Hall. Over 400 members including overseas
delegates took part in this event. After keynote speech delivered
by our guest of honour, Mr. Chan Fan , JP, Director of Electrical
and Mechanical Services Department, Mr. Howard Lok, President
of HKECA, Mr. William Chan, JP, President of FAPECA gave a
warm welcome to all participants specially the overseas delegates.
During the course of dinner, there were lion dances, performance
of “erhu” by our council member, Mr. Tsui Wing Chui . Souvenirs
were exchanged as a tradition between the host and the member
countries to mark the friendly bond among the FAPECA members.
The face change performance was amazing & entertaining in the
evening as its speed was rarely experienced by overseas delegates.
Next morning on 5 June the 26th FAPECA Executive Committee
meeting was held following on that of AFEEC. It was regrettably
reported Mr. Moeljadi Oetji was unwell and Secretary General Mr.
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Guangzhou International,
LED Lighting Exhibition 2012
Ho Pun Hing

Unlike previous years, a delegation of over 35 members,
accompanied by 10 overseas delegates from TEEMA Thailand&
SECA singapore, visited the 17th Guangzhou International Lighting
Exhibition(GILE) on 8th June,2012. In high spirits, we set off from
Hong Kong at about 10.00a.m. and made our way to Guangzhou.
On our way we dropped by at Dongguan to pay a plant visit
to Keystone Electric Wire & Cable Co. Ltd. Mr. Emil Yu, our
Chairman not only showed the visitors on the latest manufacturing
techniques for L.V. and H.V. power cables as well as testing
facilities that ensure varying requirements of different international
standards be met. Before the visit, he treated us with a sumptuous lunch to satisfy our hungry appetite. In the evening, a welcome
dinner was laid on at Jianguo Hotelby Messe Frankfurt, organizer for the Exhibition, for FAPECA members including HKECA. We were
warmly welcome by their representatives Ms Lucia Wong, Ms Manliza Chan , Mr. Daniel Wan and Mr. Richard Li.
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At nightfall, Ms Holly Chan and Mr. Derek Lam arranged a light city
ttour. Siting on both banks of Pearl River , the landmark structures
such as Canton Tower, International Financial Centre, the Opera
House, Canton Bridge, etc. were well illuminated with architectural
lights to highlight their features. We could not help the joyful
temptations but to jump off the coach to take some night sceneries
that would leave indelible memory for the visitors.
With the help of our former council member Mr. Simon Chan, we
were able to gather together for a dinner at Taikoo Hui. And to
mark the end the happy occasion, we congregated Lisa on her birthday
with the usual songs and all the good wishes from all the friends.

Next day
ay on 9th June, after the official opening ceremony the
vice-premier of Guangzhou formally declared the exhibition open.

On behalf of other members of FAPECA, the writer wants to pay
great tribute to the organizers for their hospitality and dedication
to make this trip such a memorable success for the Association.

We were then led by Mr. Daniel Wan to walk around some
selected exhibition halls. As usual, the GILE was held in conjunction
with Guangzhou Electrical Building Technology 2012 at China
Import & Export Fair Complex. Total area covered us 210,000
sq.m. with over 2,900 exhibitors There were so many innovative
products put on display that were more than our eyes could take
in one day’s time without being weary in body and mind.
At about 3.30pm, our council member, Mr. Wong Chuan, gave a
presentation at AGORA on “Sustainable Survival Engineering
Development” . He briefed the audience an insight of the shortcomings of LED technology and its promising long term future.
Some innovative devices that will help sustainable survival of the
engineering industry were vividly shown with short videos.
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涁㡬亾
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匡◉㧈
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Agile Golf & Country Club
CHAMPION
1ST RUNNER UP
2nd RUNNER UP
BEST GROSS
Best Front Nine
Best Back Nine
Close to Pin #3
Close to Pin #7
Close to Pin #12
Close to Pin #17
Longest Drive #6
Longest Drive #10
Guest Winner
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Mr. Siu Kwok Chuen
MR. LAM Lok Lei
Mr. Francis Law
Mr. Siu Kwok Chuen
Mr. Kevin Siu
Mr. Kwok Sheck Kwan
Mr. Wong Wing Yiu
Mr. Tung Kwok Kuen
Mr. Sam TANG
Mr. Sam TANG
MR. LAM Lok Lei
Mr. Kwok Sheck Kwan
Mr. NG

ORS’ ASSOCIATION
TRICAL CONTRACT
HONG KONG ELEC

榀㸖曢♏ⷌ䧲┭㛪

壹⁈方㠫ⲣ䣉ᵸ⎟
ㆿ䵊廰Ậ壆⅁奰䣉
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㛪⏯徍˥娢ⅱ曢㥔ⷌ䧲ạⓈ㋨乳怙媙䧲˦娢ⅱ曢㥔ⷌ䧲ạⓈ㋨乳怙
姯≪嬂⺎˛⎴ㆰ⌨⇭䆘䂯˛㛰䙥⤁ἴạẼ⎪⊇˛

CPD Seminar for REW
The seminar, jointly organized by the Electrical Engineering
Alumni Association (EEAA) of Poly U, HKIE and Hong Kong
Electrical Contractors’ Association (HKECA), was successfully
held on 13 June 2012. More than 100 participants.

∱⫅僇幤ᴉ㯹↓
Upcoming Events

 ⴲ
㫶弞㗁搵㑷⩍㰧䖁
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2012 Badminton
Competition –
The Life President
Martin Fong Cup

Joint Celebration Dinner on
PRC’s 63th Anniversary
The 63thd PRC Anniversary Celebration Dinner jointly organised
by the Hong Kong & Kowloon Electric Trade Association, Hong
Kong E.P.M. Importers and Exporters Association Ltd. and HKECA will
be held on 28th September 2012 at Queensway Metropol Restaurant.

4/2012
5/2012
5/2012
6/2012

㗁䬋
Membership Status

䏱妉㗁⎟⋋䣯
Applicant Name

㙕态㛪Ⓢ

㲼⾞曢㩆㥔⋀㊺ⰼ⅓⏟

Ordinary Member

Afrancis & Partners Co

㞶暬㳗曢㰊 榀㸖 㛰昷⅓⏟

㙕态㛪Ⓢ

Ordinary Member

Bestek Electric (Hong Kong) Ltd

㙕态㛪Ⓢ

/LJPDQ/LJKWLQJ+RQJ.RQJ/WG

Ordinary Member
㙕态㛪Ⓢ

┭㛪Ḣ徏˥娢ⅱ曢㥔ⷌ䧲ạⓈ㋨
乳怙媙䧲˦⮁㖣  ⹛  㛯
 㗌㖣㜓㛪㛪✧凰堳˛䕀ἴ媲㖣
㜓㛪䶙䫀ᷲ廰⎪⊇塏㠣

www.hkeca.org

CPD Seminar
for REW
The seminar, jointly organized
by HKECA will be held on 2
August at HKECA office. To
enroll visit HKECA website
www.hkeca.org .

桗㳭方┦ⲣ䣉␄㗁
 ⴲⵤ㑮㗁⎟⋋⑬

㗁⎟↓〉
Member’s New’s
‣㗁㒣㗝
Join Date

The 2012 Life President
Martin Fong Cup Badminton
Competition will be held on
July 10, 17, 24, 26 and 31 at Siu
Sai Wan Sports Centre.

壹⁈方㠫ⲣ䣉ᵸ⎟
ㆿ䵊廰Ậ壆⅁奰䣉

Ordinary Member
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ᶡ圦ᵸ
Representative
佬⎲㠠ℯ䔆

Mr. LAW Yau Kan Francis
≰䏭㔦ℯ䔆

Mr. LIU Li Zheng Ben
㝾ᾱ⁸ℯ䔆

Mr. LAM Chung Kit
溵孁㳉ℯ䔆

Mr. LAI Tam Bor

30%* off your building’s
energy bill is just the beginning
Imagine what we could do for the rest of your enterprise
4HUHNPUNJVTWSL_I\PSKPUNLU]PYVUTLU[Z^OPSLTLL[PUN`V\YLULYN`LMMPJPLUJ`
[HYNL[ZPZUVZTHSS[HZR6\Y,JV:[Y\_\YLLULYN`THUHNLTLU[HYJOP[LJ[\YL
HJOPL]LZ[OPZLSLNHU[S`[OYV\NOPU[LSSPNLU[PU[LNYH[PVUVMI\PSKPUNZ`Z[LTZVUHZPUNSL
07WSH[MVYT
Data centres

The savings go far beyond buildings
;VKH`VUS`,JV:[Y\_\YLLULYN`THUHNLTLU[HYJOP[LJ[\YLI`:JOULPKLY,SLJ[YPJ 
KLSP]LYZ\W[V LULYN`ZH]PUNZ\UP[PUNLULYN`PU[LUZP]LZ`Z[LTZSPRL/=(*
HJJLZZJVU[YVS]PKLVZLJ\YP[`THUHNLTLU[HUKSPNO[PUNJVU[YVSHJYVZZ`V\YLU[PYL
LU[LYWYPZL:H]PUN\W[V VMHI\PSKPUN»ZLULYN`PZHNYLH[ILNPUUPUNHUK
[OHURZ[V,JV:[Y\_\YLLULYN`THUHNLTLU[HYJOP[LJ[\YL[OLZH]PUNZKVU»[OH]L[V
LUK[OLYL


-YVT[OLYHJR[V[OLYV^[V[OLYVVT[V[OL
I\PSKPUNLULYN`\ZLHUKH]HPSHIPSP[`VM[OLZL
PU[LYJVUULJ[LKLU]PYVUTLU[ZHYLJSVZLS`
TVUP[VYLKHUKHKQ\Z[LKPUYLHS[PTL

Buildings
0U[LSSPNLU[PU[LNYH[PVUVMZLJ\YP[`WV^LYSPNO[PUN
LSLJ[YPJHSKPZ[YPI\[PVUMPYLZHML[`/=(*0;HUK
[LSLJVTT\UPJH[PVUZHJYVZZ[OLLU[LYWYPZLHSSV^Z
MVYYLK\JLK[YHPUPUNVWLYH[PUNTHPU[LUHUJLHUK
LULYN`JVZ[Z

Industrial plant
6WLUZ[HUKHYKWYV[VJVSZHSSV^MVY
Z`Z[LT^PKLTHUHNLTLU[VMH\[VTH[LK
WYVJLZZLZ^P[OTPUPTPZLKKV^U[PTLPUJYLHZLK
[OYV\NOW\[HUKTH_PTPZLKLULYN`LMMPJPLUJ`

30%
:JOULPKLY,SLJ[YPJ(SS9PNO[Z9LZLY]LK:JOULPKLY,SLJ[YPJ,JV:[Y\_\YLHUK(J[P]L,ULYN`4HUHNLTLU[(YJOP[LJ[\YL
MYVT7V^LY7SHU[[V7S\NHYL[YHKLTHYRZV^ULKI`:JOULPKLY,SLJ[YPJ0UK\Z[YPLZ:(:VYP[ZHMMPSPH[LKJVTWHUPLZ
(SSV[OLY[YHKLTHYRZHYLWYVWLY[`VM[OLPYYLZWLJ[P]LV^ULYZ
Y\L1VZLWO4VUPLY*: 9\LPS4HSTHPZVU*LKL_-YHUJL F/2.)
,JV:[Y\_\YLHYJOP[LJ[\YLYLK\JLZLULYN`JVUZ\TW[PVUI`\W[V 

